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with food, sitting with face toward the fresh west wind ;
and from a spring ever-flowing and unfailing and unfouled,
pour thrice of water, but the fourth measure of wine.
In July, at the rising of Orion, comes the threshing :—
" Bid your men winnow Demeter's holy grain when first
the great Orion appears, in a windy place and on a well-
rolled floor. Measure all well and bring it home in vessels ;
and when you have laid up all stores aright in the house,
then get a hired man with no household l and find a serving-
maicl with no children ; a servant with her own youngling
is ill to deal with ; and make much of your sharp-toothed
dog; do not stint his food, lest the man who sleeps by day
steal your possessions. And bring in fodder and clippings,
that you may have enough for your mules and oxen all the
year; and then, let your slaves rest their limbs, and loose
your oxen."
And lastly, in mid-September, the vintage :—
" But when Sirius and Orion are come into the mid-
heaven, and rosy-fingered Dawn looks upon Arcturus, then,
Pcrses, cut and bring home all your clustering grapes;
and show them to the sun ten days and ten nights, and keep
them five days in the shade, and on the sixth pour off into
jars the gifts of Dionysos the joy of many. Then, when the
Pleiades and Hyades (' the Rainy Stars ') and great Orion
are setting, then remember that it is due season to plough;
and the full year will duly go beneath the earth."
Such, then, was the farmer's year in Uesiod's time in
Boiotia. It was a hard life, certainly, but not without its
alleviations, Above all, one must always be watching and
measuring one's food; mark the lines about selecting an
* Or as some take it, u turn your hired man out of doors," now that the
harvest is over; but the Greek is &mkqv ret>teiaQ(ut and it is probably
rightly argued that the middle voice " to do something for one's self"' should
imply " get yourself a homeless imm " (with no winter preparations of his
own to make) rather than u make him homeless ", well as the latter sense
•would suit the hard ways that Heaiod—of necessity —recommends (ef. the
careful husbanding of rations, p. 40), This free hireling (Oils) is to be your
foreman and look after the slaves,
A servant girl ** with » kid n (all but literal translation) is a nuisance
aimply because you would have to feed her baby too.

